CABLES - POLYMER TECHNOLOGY
The STL Polymer Laboratory
(Affectionately known as the Plastics Lab)
The lab started in K1.26 under Eric Simpson as part of S.G. (aka Doc) Foord’s department.
Work was carried out on a range of projects, many of which were cable-related including:
 Evaluation of many of the commercially available materials suitable for the
manufacture of cables of all types including power, telecom, optical, industrial, etc.
 Development of new materials for specific applications, including thixotropic filling
compounds for optical cables, fire retardant materials, etc.
 Investigation of failure mechanisms in actual cables such as the evaluation of the
water-treeing phenomenon witnessed in high voltage power cables.
 Failure modelling to improve lifetime prediction techniques.
Examples of other types of evaluation were:
 The development of encapsulation materials for electronic devices.
 Development of rubber-based polymers for ITT Jabsco pumps.
 General testing work for the other divisions both within STL and from other ITT/STC
locations.
In the mid-1970s extra space was added in Q1 to house equipment specifically for the
manufacture of cables and to evaluate the processing characteristics of newly developed materials
for both copper and optical telecoms cable applications.
Later the plastics lab moved completely out of K1.26 into the newly constructed Q3 building in
the rear car park area.
The display shows a brochure outlining the wide range of test and evaluation equipment
available at this time; and two papers giving examples of the kind of work carried out during the
period 1970 to 1985.

The Development of Low Fire Hazard Compounds for Cable Sheathing
In the sixties and seventies, cables were designed for a range of applications both internal and
external. Naturally, cables are designed to suit the environment that they will experience during
operation. In this respect, cables used externally are required to be tough/durable with good
environmental characteristics and good water resistance. Fire performance of external cables is
not normally a high priority and hardly ever considered as important. However, for internal
applications one of the major considerations is excellent flame retardancy. Cables laid inside
buildings are seen as potential conduits for transferring fire from one area to other therefore, nonfire propagation and non-burning characteristics are paramount.
In the early days, halogenated chemicals were used to impart fire retardancy to polymers.
Materials that contain fluorine, chlorine and bromine were
in common use and the most common of these was
polyvinyl chloride (PVC). This material has many good
characteristics; it is fire retardant, easy to modify to meet
various applications and it is inexpensive and easy to
process either as a moulding material or for cables as
many extrusion grades were and are still available.
However, PVC has a downside in that as the polymer
breaks down when burning it forms, inter alia, phosgene
Smoke generated from a small PVC cable fire after 3
minutes.

and hydrogen chloride (HCl). In doing so it produces large amounts of smoke and when the HCl
combines with water it forms a very powerful acid. This leads to major problems: (i) for people
not being able to see through the dense smoke when trying to exit a building, and (ii) for
equipment within the building as the acid gas generated ruins the electronics.
Clearly, there was a need to remove PVC from the equation and replace it with a material that
is equally fire retardant, but without the complications of high smoke and acid gas generation
when burning.
The goal was to develop a material that did not use halogens to impart the fire retardant
characteristics. However, the material needed to have similar physical capabilities as PVC and be
able to be processed as sheathing compound for cable applications.
The answer was to use a flammable base polymer with good processing characteristics and to
fill this polymer with inert particulate filler that would impart fire retardant characteristics to the
material. In this respect, the filler used initially was aluminium trihydrate (ATH); other fillers were
evaluated later. ATH decomposes endothermically in a fire to generate the non-toxic aluminium
oxide and water. The water is released at a range of temperatures between 160°C to 250°C and
acts to lower the temperature of the burning plastic and
reduce the intensity of the fire.
The photo on the right should be compared to the one
above as the tests were carried out using identical test
parameters, ignition temperature and test chamber
conditions.
The major problem was to be able to process the
compound during blending and cable extrusion without
generating so much heat as to dislodge these water
molecules prematurely. The ultimate material needed to be
as physically similar to PVC as possible, but without the
LSZH cable fire after 3 minutes using the same
burning conditions as above.
downside related to the inclusion of halogens.
A range of compounds was developed based on various
elastomers. Various levels and types of filler were added up to and beyond 50% by weight;
coupling agents, processing aids and other stabilisers were selected and finally two grades were
developed, one thermoplastic and one cross-linkable.
As this technology was completely new at the time we also had to develop blending equipment
and techniques to handle such high levels of filler addition without destroying the flame retardant
characteristics of the compound. Also, new extrusion methods and equipment were developed to
sheath cables without losing the important water molecules.

Werner & Pfleiderer ZSK 30 compounding equipment
used in the laboratory to make trial compounds

Production scale extrusion equipment at STL used to
manufacture trial cables and evaluate materials.

The material has become generically known as LSZH or LSOH (low smoke, zero halogen) and the
results of the STL development was licensed to a major polymer manufacturer to mass produce
material. Since its development in the early eighties the technology has stood the test of time and
it has been used around the world on a wide range of cables for a variety of applications. Many
millions of tonnes of this and its derivatives have made cables much safer for a multitude of
applications, not just in telecommunications, but in industrial, shipboard, military, public utilities,
transportation,
automotive, power and many
other sectors.

Typical internal telecoms cable used extensively within offices
and public buildings manufactured with an LSZH sheath.

It is still used today and some examples are available to inspect on the stand in the hall.
There is also a copy of a brochure that was generated in 1981 to demonstrate the range of
processing, compounding and testing that could be carried out in the Polymer Laboratory in
support of ITT’s business at that time.

Developments in Cross-Linked Polyethylene for Power Cables
It is the aim of cable manufacturers to increase the dielectric field strength and service life of
their product without increasing the probability of failure. In support of this objective, the
Polymer Lab examined ways to adjust the morphology of the polymeric insulation in such a way as
to increase the breakdown strength and reduce water treeing.
Water treeing had been established as the primary physical long term pre-breakdown
phenomenon occurring in dielectrics subjected to an applied electric field. It occurs as the first
stage in insulation degradation following the penetration of water under an electric field and
eventually leads to the rupture of chemical bonds and the formation of permanent channels. The
resultant development of electrical trees that do not require the presence of water subsequently
brings about dielectric breakdown.
Cross-linked polyethylene insulation (XLPE)
as a replacement for oil-impregnated paper,
had been thought to be immune to water tree
degradation due to its hydrophobic nature.
This, however, was later found not to be the
case. The growth pattern of water trees in XLPE
power cable insulation was observed with a
methylene blue dye staining technique to
render the water trees visible (Fig. 1).
XLPE is a semi-crystalline polymer. Upon
cooling after extrusion, polymer chains fold

back on themselves to form lamellae (Fig. 2),
which then aggregate into spherulites (Figs. 3

and 4). These structures have been
highlighted with a technique developed at the
labs by using permanganic acid to
preferentially etch away the amorphous areas
around and between the spherulites. A single
polymer chain passes through and between
many spherulites, binding the bulk material
together.
Studies on cables removed from service
indicated that water tree initiation often
occurred at boundary inhomogeneities. Our
work at STL further showed that
inhomogeneities also occurred within the
XLPE surface layer, where needle-like paths
into the bulk insulation were formed between the elongated crystalline components (Fig. 3). These
locations were shown to be initiation sites for water tree growth. Our work also established, for
the first time, that water trees followed the interspherulitic regions, where there are local
mechanical stress concentrations and microvoids.
In common with some other semi-crystalline polymers, it was also demonstrated in laboratory
samples with low spherulite size distributions that electrical breakdown strength increased with
decreased average spherulite size. This finding has commercial consequences, potentially enabling
the applied voltage to be increased without increasing the insulation thickness. There are many
complexities in extruding a large thickness of insulation onto a cable conductor in a perfectly
circular section, so avoiding the need to increase the thickness is beneficial. The specimen
presented, at an insulation thickness of 30 mm., is close to the maximum feasible thickness in
production at the time.
The work outlined here demonstrated that attention to the morphological structure of XLPE
would enhance dielectric strength and reduce or eliminate water treeing. Trials on small
experimental cables undergoing slow post-extrusion cooling combined with the addition of
seeding agents to reduce overall spherulite size, to smooth the transition from surface to bulk
morphology and to regularise the bulk morphology were designed, but the disbanding of ITT at
this time curtailed further work.
The work described was undertaken with the active support of ITT’s principal European power
cable companies – STK A/S in Norway and IKO A/B in Sweden.
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